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June 24, 2013 

Mr. Steven Greene 
Globe Midwest-Adjusters International 
25800 Northwestern Hwy Suite 885 
Southfield,Ml 48075 

Dear Mr. Greene, 

It is with great pleasure that I write this recommendation anyone reading it to letter for your firm and I encourage 
listen to what Globe Midwest-Adjusters has to say. International 

Losingour home and all our possessions was a most difficult and wrenching experience. Learning what it would take 
to correctly put together a claim made it seem like an overwhelming job. With a business to run, I couldn't imagine 
where the time would come from, and I was concerned my business would suffer from all the distractions. 

Globe Midwest-Adjusters proved to be exactly what was needed! The GMAI team took charge of the International 
claim process and I couldn't be more pleased with the results. Your contents specialist,Lisa Goldmann, did 
outstandingwork! It's not just that she achieved a pay-out of 100% of policy limits. The intense effort and exacting 
attentionto detail were impressive to watch in action. We would not have had the patience or the knowledge to 
producethe results she did. 

The Senior Adjuster on the team, Howard Mishne proved his expertise by thoroughly investigating all our coverages 
and exploring all our options. When he determined that GMAI could not improve a part of the claim due to a limits 
issue, you immediately offereda modification of the fee agreement. What could be more impressive than that! You 
and your team proved that GMAI is an ethical company that does business the way it should be done. 

The results GMAI achieved were outstanding! My wife and I would have endured months of aggravation trying to do 
what needed to be done if Globe was not in the picture. I heartily recommend Globe Midwest to anyone going 
througha large insurance claim. 
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